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Author Content Area

Pinkney, Jerry

Copyright 2000 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Worth, Valerie

Copyright 1994 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Wilsdon, Christina

Copyright 2009 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Dennard, Deborah

Copyright 2002 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Animal Behavior: Animal Defenses

Insects that look like leaves, snakes that play dead, fish 

that fly, and toads with poisonous skin -- these creatures 

are among many that defend themselves in fascinating 

ways. Animal Defenses presents the wide variety of 

physical and behavioral adaptations used by animals and 

insects in their struggle to survive and shows how 

scientists continue to make new discoveries about the 

age-old maneuvering between predator and prey. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle

Bullfrog is ready to find a spot of his own where he will 

use his deep, croaking song to attract a mate. On his 

search, Bullfrog is alert for danger but still faces many 

challenges along the way. Reviewed by the Smithsonian 

Institution for accuracy, Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle is a 

fun and informative story with beautifully detailed 

illustrations. Watch your children have a blast reading 

and learning about the animals that live in an American 

backyard. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth 

Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

In this elegantly designed volume, more than sixty of 

Aesop's timeless fables have been carefully selected, 

humorously retold, and brought gloriously to life by four-

time Caldecott Honor-winner Jerry Pinkney. Included are 

the Shepard Boy and The Wolf, the Lion and the Mouse, 

the Tortoise and the Hare, plus many other characters 

and morals that have inspired countless readers for 

centuries. With more than fifty magnificent full-color 

illustrations, this handsome edition is a must for every 

bookshelf. Standards:  ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

All the Small Poems and Fourteen More

This is a lovely collection of very short poems about a 

variety of things. There is a wide variety of fascinating 

topics that were described in unique points of view. 

Occasionally, the poem would provide a different 

perspective, such as how fleas see their world from the 

back of a dog. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.
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Supplemental Materials - Elementary School
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Doeden, Matt

Copyright 2012 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Barrie, J.M.

Copyright 2009 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Hale, Marian

Copyright 2006 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

"All children grow up. All except one." That special child 

is Peter Pan, and since making his debut on the stafe in 

1904, this eternal youth has carried boys and girls off to 

magical, marvelous Neverland. It's a trip that all kids 

want to make, and with this easy-to-read version of the 

classic, everyone can fly, "second to the right, and 

straight on till morning" with Peter. Along with Wendy, 

John, and Michael Darling, they'll meet the fairy 

Tinkerbell, the Lost Boys, and the menacing Captain 

Hook. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth 

Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Dark Water Rising

Galveston, Texas may be the booming city of the brand-

new twentieth century, but to Seth, it is the end of a 

dream. He longs to be a carpenter like his father, but his 

family has moved to Galveston so he can go to a good 

school. Still, the last few weeks of summer might not be 

so bad. Seth has a real job as a builder, and the beach is 

within walking distance. Things seem to be looking up, 

until a storm warning is raised one sweltering afternoon. 

No one could have imagined anything like this. Giant 

walls of water crash in from the sea. Shingles and bricks 

are deadly missiles flying through the air. People not hit 

by flying debris are swept away by rushing water. Forget 

the future, Seth and his family will be lucky to survive the 

next twenty-four hours. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted 

by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Can You Survive The Wilderness: An Interactive 

Survival Adv

The wilderness is a place of beauty and peace, but it is 

also filled with fierce predators, poisonous plants, and 

raging rivers. Will you: Try to survive the harsh 

mountains of Alaska after being abandoned during an 

outdoor training trip? Struggle to make your way out of 

the deep forests after becoming lost in Australia's Blue 

Mountains? Attempt to find help for your injured brother 

in Washington's Cascade Mountains? Standards: ELA 2 

& 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Classic Starts: Peter Pan
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Thompson, Gare

Copyright 2006 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Bruchac, Joseph

Copyright 1997 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Danticat, Edwidge

Copyright 2010 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

DK Publishing

Copyright 2011 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3A fascinating read packed with information on habitats, 

breeding habits, as well as oddities, shocking facts, and 

anatomy. This information is presented through close 

ups, quizzes, games, engaging text, and innovative, high 

quality design, making it perfect for in depth research or 

a quick dip for fast facts. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Eight Days: A Story of Haiti

Hope comes alive in this heartfelt and deeply resonating 

story. While Junior is trapped for eight days beneath his 

collapsed house after an earthquake, he uses his 

imagination for comfort. Drawing on beautiful, everyday-

life memories, Junior paints a sparkling picture of Haiti 

for each of those days -- flying kites with his best friend 

or racing his sister around St. Marc's Square -- helping 

him through the tragedy until he is finally rescued. Love 

and hope dance across each page -- granting us a way 

to talk about resilience as a family, a classroom, or a 

friend. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth 

Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Everything You Need to Know About Frogs & 

Divided Loyalties

In 1774, a colonial family decides whether it should 

support the Patriot cause or the Loyalist cause. These 

opposing views threaten to tear the family apart. 

Students will learn about important events that shaped 

American history through the StandUp and Speak Out 

series of historical fiction readers' theater. Readers follow 

the lives of children and their families as they struggle to 

make the right decisions during times of change. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Eagle Song

Danny Bigtree's family has moved to Brooklyn, New 

York, and he just can't seem to fit in at school. He's 

homesick for the Mohawk reservation, and the kids in his 

class tease him about being an Indian -- the thing that 

makes Danny most proud. Can he find the courage to 

stand up for himself? Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted 

by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.
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Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade
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Aesop's Fables Bartell, Jim

Copyright 2014 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Owings, Lisa

Copyright 2016 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Simmons, Walter

Copyright 2016 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Sexton, Colleen

Copyright 2012 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Exploring Countries: Japan

Japan is a nation made up of many islands in the 

western Pacific Ocean. Over 100 million people live in 

this small nation of islands. Many live in the countryside, 

but millions live in crowded cities like Tokyo. Students will 

learn about the physical features of the landscape and 

surrounding waters, as well as the cultural aspects of the 

Japanese from old traditions to modern everyday life. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Exploring Countries: Iraq

Did you know that Iraq was home to the oldest known 

human civilization on Earth? This area used to be known 

as Mesopotamia, and many different ancient peoples 

lived there. Readers will learn about daily life in Iraq, 

contemporary Iraqi culture, and the changes the country 

is going through today. Standards: ELA 2 &4. Submitted 

by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Exploring Countries: Italy

Sticking out into the Mediterranean Sea, Italy has some 

of the nicest weather in Europe. It is famous for its art, 

architecture, and cuisine. Readers will discover the 

physical geography of Italy through descriptions of the 

landscape, waters, and coasts. They will also learn about 

the cultural geography of Italy, reading about Italian 

schools, businesses, and communities. Standards: ELA 

2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Exploring Countries: India

India is the place to find the stunning Taj Mahal and the 

worlds tallest peak, Mount Everest. Mount Everest rises 

nearly five miles into the sky. Children will learn all about 

India, a country known for mountains, curry, and the 

worlds second largest population. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Brandenburg, Jim & 

Judy

Copyright 2008 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

McGovern, Ann

Copyright 1992 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Pope Osborne, Mary

Copyright 2011 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Pope Osborne, Mary

Copyright 2007 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Magic Tree  House #17 A Crazy Day with Cobras

Merlin's beloved penguin, Penny, has been put under a 

spell. To save her, Jack and Annie must find a rare and 

precious emerald. When the magic treehouse whisks 

them back to India over four hundred years ago to 

search for the jewel, they discover an amazing and exotic 

world filled with great danger. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Magic Tree  House #37 Dragon of the Red Dawn

Jack and Annie are headed to a land of fierce samurai 

and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city of 

Tokyo), in ancient Japan in the 1600s. They bring only a 

research book to guide them and a magic wand with 

three special rules. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

The Arctic world inches towards you. Like you, he is torn 

between fear and curiosity. His instinct leads him towards 

the scent of your leather boots. Your instinct is to reach 

out to this curious white canine. Suddenly, he snarls, and 

you're face-to-face with a wild animal. For years, 

photographer Jim Brandenburg has observed lone 

wolves by moonlight, Arctic wolves leaping onto ice floes, 

and wolves hunting and foraging for food. Packs of gray 

wolves surround his house in Minnesota. Let him lead 

you on an intimate journey through their mysterious 

world, making a persuasive case for the protection of this 

threatened species and showing how wolves and 

humans can live together. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

If You Lived in Colonial Times

If you lived in colonial times: What kind of clothes would 

you wear, would you go to school, what would happen if 

you didn't behave? This book tells you what is was like to 

live in the New England colonies during the years 1565-

1776. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth 

Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Face-to-Face with Wolves
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Pope Osborne, Mary

Copyright 2011 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Pope Osborne, Mary

Copyright 2009 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Winter, Jeanette

Copyright 2009 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Strauss, Rochelle

Copyright 2007 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Bredeson, Carmen

Copyright 2012 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

One Well: A Story of Water on Earth

Seen from space, our planet looks blue. This is because 

almost 70 percent of Earth's surface is covered with 

water. Earth is the only planet with liquid water, and, 

therefore, the only planet that can support life. All water 

is connected. Every raindrop, lake, underground river 

and glacier is part of a single global well. Standards: ELA 

2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Poison Dart Frogs Up Close

Why are they called poison dart frogs, anyway? Colorful, 

up-close photos of these beautiful, tiny frogs in their 

native habitats give readers a stunning view of these 

fascinating creatures. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted 

by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Jack and Annie travel back in time to a desert in the 

Middle East. There they meet a Bedouin tribe and learn 

about the way that they live. From camel rides and oases 

to ancient writings and dangerous sandstorms, here's 

another Magic Tree House filled with all the mystery, 

history, magic, and old-fashioned adventure that kids 

love to read about. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Nasreen's Secret School

Young Nasreen has not spoken a word to anyone since 

her parents disappeared. In despair, her grandmother 

risks everything to enroll Nasreen in a secret school for 

girls. Will a devoted teacher, a new friend, and the worlds 

she discovers in books be enough to draw Nasreen out 

of her shell of sadness? Based on a true story from 

Afghanistan, this inspiring book will touch readers deeply 

as it affirms both the life-changing power of education 

and the healing power of love. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Magic Tree House #5 Carnival at Candlelight

Jack and Annie head back in time to Venice, Italy in the 

1700s. With the help of a research book, a book of 

magic rhymes, and a set of mysterious instructions from 

Merlin, the heroes will save the beautiful city from a flood. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Magic Tree House #6 Season of the Sandstorms
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables

Robinson, Sharon

Copyright 2004 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

Rumford, James

Copyright 2010 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Mason, Paul

Copyright 2010 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

James, Lincoln

Copyright 2011 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Small But Deadly: Deadly Poison Dart Frogs

Poison dart frogs are cute and tiny. They come in many 

eye-catching colors. These colors, however, aren't meant 

to make them attractive. The bright colors tell other 

animals that they shouldn't try to eat them. These vibrant 

amphibians are covered with a deadly poison that makes 

predators very sick. It's so strong that some Native 

American tribes even use it to make poison darts for 

hunting. Readers will surely enjoy getting up close to 

these small but deadly poison dart frogs. Standards: ELA 

2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

When he and the other children arrive at the schoolyard, 

they find no classroom, no desks, just a teacher. "We will 

build our school," she says. "This is our first lesson." 

James Rumford, who lived in Chad as a Peace Corps 

volunteer, fills these pages with vibrant ink-and-pastel 

colors of Africa and the spare words of a poet to show 

how important learning is in a country where only a few 

children are able to go to school. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Rainforest Research Journal

Take a daring research trip through the Amazon rain 

forest. Find out how the rainforest habitat is changing for 

the animals, plants, and people who live there. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Promises to Keep: How Jackie Robinson 

Changed America

Sharon Robinson shares memories of her famous father 

in this warm loving biography of the man who broke the 

color barrier in baseball. Jackie Robinson was an 

outstanding athlete, a devoted family man, and a 

dedicated civil rights activist. The author explores the 

fascinating circumstances surrounding Jackie 

Robinson's breakthrough. She also tells the off-the-field 

story of Robinson's hard-won victories and the inspiring 

effect he had on his family, his community, and his 

country. Includes never-before-published letters by 

Jackie Robinson,  as well as photos from the Robinson 

family archives. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES. 

Rain School
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Carter, Carol

Copyright 2010 Health/Phys Ed 4 8

Marx,  Pamela

Copyright 1997 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Polacco, Patricia

Copyright 2012 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Hanson, Heather

Copyright 2008 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Patricia Polacco is now one of America's most loved 

children's book creators, but once upon a time, she was 

a little girl named Trisha starting school. Trisha could 

paint and draw beautifully, but when she looked at words 

on a page, all she could see was jumble. It took a very 

special teacher to recognize little Trisha's dyslexia: Mr. 

Falker, who encouraged her to overcome her reading 

disability. Patricia Polacco will never forget him, and 

neither will we. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

That Book Woman

Cal is not the reading type. Living way high up in the 

Appalachian Mountains, he'd rather help Pap plow or go 

out after wandering sheep than try some book learning. 

Nope. Cal does not want to sit stoney-still reading some 

chicken scratch. But that Book Woman keeps coming 

just the same. She comes in the rain. She comes in the 

snow. She comes right up the side of the mountain, and 

Cal knows that's not easy riding. And all just to lend his 

sister some books. Why, that woman must be plain 

foolish -- or is she braver than he ever thought? 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Take a Quick Bow

Think you don't have time to put on a class play? This 

book simplifies the process and makes it easy to 

integrate one into your curriculum, with plays that cover 

everything from seasons and holidays to art and science. 

Each play runs 3-12 minutes and ensures that every 

student has at least one line. Marginal definitions on the 

reproducible script pages explain words students may be 

unsure of. Teacher's notes provide instructions for 

staging the plays, writing and extension activities, and 

suggested books. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Thank You, Mr. Falker

Success in Middle School

A Transition Road Map: A tool to be used for the 

preparation of the critical transition period from 

elementary to middle school. Standards:Comprehensive 

Health & PE standard 2. Submitted by: Kristin Balsick, 

Gifted & Talented Facilitator.
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Krull, Kathleen

Copyright 2009 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

Schotter, Roni

Copyright 2006 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Schwabach, Karen

Copyright 2008 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

The Hope Chest

A perfect Common Core tie-in,  The Hope Chest includes 

backmatter with period photographs, historical notes 

about the suffrage movement, and a Voting in America 

timeline. It's also a New York State Curriculum title for 

fourth grade. Eleven-year-old Violet has one goal in mind 

when she runs away from home: to find Chloe. Violet's 

parents said Chloe had turned into the wrong sort of 

person, but Violet knew better. The only problem is that 

Chloe's not in New York anymore. She's moved to 

Tennessee where she's fighting for the right of women to 

vote. As Violet's journey grows longer, her single-minded 

pursuit of reuniting with her sister changes. Standards: 

ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry 

ES.

The Boy Who Invented TV: The Story of Philo 

Farnsworth

Plowing a potato field in 1920, a 14-year-old farm boy 

from Idaho saw in the parallel rows of overturned earth a 

way to "make pictures fly through the air." This boy was 

not a magician; he was a scientific genius and just eight 

years later he made his brainstorm in the potato field a 

reality by transmitting the world's first television image. 

This fascinating picture-book biography of Philo 

Farnsworth covers his early interest in machines and 

electricity, leading up to how he put it all together in one 

of the greatest inventions of the 20th century. The 

author's afterword discusses the lawsuit Farnsworth 

waged and won against RCA when his high school 

science teacher testified that Philo's invention of 

television was years before RCA's. Standards: ELA 2 & 

4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

The Boy Who Loved Words

Selig collects words, ones that stir his heart (Mama!) and 

ones that make him laugh (giggle). But what to do with 

so many luscious words? After helping a poet find the 

perfect words for his poem (lozenge, lemon, and 

licorice), he figures it out: His purpose is to spread the 

word to others. And so he begins to sprinkle, disburse, 

and broadcast them to people in need. Standards: ELA 2 

& 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Jeffers, Oliver

Copyright 2007 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Ipellie, Alootook

Copyright 2007 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

Englar, Mary

Copyright 2003 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Winter, Jeanette

Copyright 2005 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Lasky, Kathryn

Copyright 1997 Supplementary 

Reading

5 5

The Most Beautiful Roof in the World

Journey along with Dr. Meg Lowman, a scientist who, 

with the help of slings, suspended walkways and 

mountain climbing equipment, has managed to ascend 

into one of our plantet's least accesible and most 

fascinating ecosystems, the rainforest canopy. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

The Iroquois: The Six Nations Confederacy

Provides an overview of the past and present lives of the 

Iroquois Native Americans of New York and Ontario, 

tracing their customs, family life, culture, and 

government. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

The Librarian of Basra

Alia Muhammad Baker is a librarian in Basra, Iraq. For 

fourteen years, her library has been a meeting place for 

those who love books. Until now. Now war has come, 

and Alia fears that the library, along with the thirty 

thousand books within it, will be destroyed forever. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Like many children, Henry loves books. But Henry 

doesn't like to read books, he likes to eat them. Big 

books, picture books, reference books... if it has pages, 

Henry chews them up and swallows. And the more he 

eats, the smarter he gets; he's on his way to being the 

smartest boy in the world. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. 

Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

The Inuit Thought of It: Amazing Arctic 

Innovations

Today's Arctic communities have all the comforts of 

modern living, yet the Inuit survived in this harsh 

landscape for hundreds of years with nothing but the land 

and their own ingenuity. Join authors Alootook Ipellie and 

David MacDonald as they explore the amazing 

innovations of traditional Inuit and how their ideas 

continue to echo around the world. Standards: ELA 2 & 

4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

The Incredible Book Eating Boy
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Elementary School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Aesop's Fables Raum, Elizabeth

Copyright 2017 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Singer, Marilyn

Copyright 2007 Supplementary 

Reading

4 4

Brown, Monica

Copyright 2011 Supplementary 

Reading

3 3

Waiting for the Biblioburro

Ana loves stories. She often makes them up to help her 

little brother fall asleep. But in her small village there are 

only a few books, and she has read them all. One 

morning, Ana wakes up to the clip-clop of hooves, and 

there before her, is the most wonderful sight: a traveling 

library resting on the backs of two burros. All the books a 

little girl could dream of, with enough stories to 

encourage her to create one of her own. Standards: ELA 

2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

Travel back to a time when all children wore dresses, 

even boys. Chasing a pig was a form of entertainment. 

Step into the lives of the colonists, and get the scoop on 

clothes, homes, and daily life in colonial America. 

Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: Merideth Brodeur, 

TLC, Henry ES.

Venom

Learn about venom and the animals that produce it and 

use it to survive, including spiders, insects, snakes, and 

other reptiles, frogs and toads, fish, and ocean 

invertibrates. Standards: ELA 2 & 4. Submitted by: 

Merideth Brodeur, TLC, Henry ES.

The Scoop on Clothes, Homes, and Daily Life in 

Colonial Amer
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Author Content Area

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - Middle School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

StudySync ELA Online Student 6 Year 

Subscription

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync ELA Online Teacher 6 Year 

Subscription

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 10 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.
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Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - Middle School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

StudySync Grade 10 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 11 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 11 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - Middle School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

StudySync Grade 12 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 12 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 6 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - Middle School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

StudySync Grade 6 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 7 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 7 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - Middle School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12

StudySync Grade 8 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 8 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 9 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - Middle School
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Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 Reading/English/

Language Arts

6 12StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 9 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

10/22/18



Author Content Area

Bry, Brenna

Copyright 2017 Health/Phys Ed 6 8

Carter, Carol & Breeze, 

Maureen

Copyright 2010 Reading/Englis

h/Language 

Arts

6 12

Allende, Isabel

Copyright 2002 Foreign 

Language

8 12

La Ciudad De Las Bestias

When Alexander Cold's mother falls ill, the fifteen-year-

old is sent to stay with his eccentric grandmother in New 

York. A tough and prickly magazine reporter, Kate Cold 

takes Alex along with her on an expedition to the 

Amazon to verify the existence of the fierce, gigantic, 

legendary creature known as the Beast. Joining them on 

their adventure are a celebrated anthropologist; a local 

guide and his daughter, Nadia; a doctor; and a local 

entrepreneur. But not everyone's intentions are pure, and 

dangerous discoveries await Alex and Nadia as they 

embark, with the aid of a jungle shaman, on an epic 

journey into the realm of the mythical Beasts of the 

Amazon. Standards: WL 1-4. Submitted by: Claudette 

Murtha, World Language TOSA.

Achievement Mentoring is an evidence-based program 

that has been proven to reduce problem behaviors, 

improve academics, and reduce drug and alcohol use. 

Achievement Mentoring contributes to a school 

environment that allows students to realize that their 

actions can bring about desired consequences and 

reinforces this belief by eliciting participation from 

teachers, parents, and other significant adults in the 

student's life. Standards: Comprehensive Health & PE 

Standards 6th 3.1, 7th & 8th 3.1 & 3.2. Submitted by: 

Darren Joiner, Principal, Jenkins MS.

Critical & Creative Thinking for Teenagers

This book presents a thorough examination of the step-

by-step processing skills people need and use for critical 

thinking. Students are exposed to some of the "great 

thinkers" of our past and present time. Students are 

asked thought provoking questions and given pause for 

reflection. Students learn creative techniques for problem 

solving in all areas of their life, including academics and 

careers. Standards: RW1, ABC, 21st Century Skills. 

Submitted by: Ray Sevits, for Gifted and Talented, North 

MS. 

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - Middle School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Achievement Mentoring Mentor Handbook

10/22/18
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Gerber Allred, Carol

Copyright 1982 Health/Phys Ed 6 8

Gerber Allred, Carol

Copyright 1982 Health/Phys Ed 6 8

Gerber Allred, Carol

Copyright 1982 Health/Phys Ed 6 8

Gerber Allred, Carol

Copyright 1982 Health/Phys Ed 6 8

Positive Action is a systematic educational program that 

promotes an intrinsic interest in learning and encourages 

cooperation among students. It works by teaching and 

reinforcing the intuitive philosophy that you feel good 

about yourself when you do positive actions. The 

program features scripted lessons that are easy to 

prepare and teach. Standards: Comprehensive Health & 

PE Standards 6th 2.3-4, 3.1, 4.1-2; 7th 3.1-2, 4.1; 8th 3.1-

2, 4.1-5. Submitted by: Jared Welch, Principal, Sabin 

MS.

Positive Action Counselor's Manual

Positive Action is a systematic educational program that 

promotes an intrinsic interest in learning and encourages 

cooperation among students. It works by teaching and 

reinforcing the intuitive philosophy that you feel good 

about yourself when you do positive actions. The 

program features scripted lessons that are easy to 

prepare and teach. Standards: Comprehensive Health & 

PE Standards 6th 2.3-4, 3.1, 4.1-2; 7th 3.1-2, 4.1; 8th 3.1-

2, 4.1-5. Submitted by: Jared Welch, Principal, Sabin 

MS.

Positive Action 7th Grade Instructor's Manual

Positive Action is a systematic educational program that 

promotes an intrinsic interest in learning and encourages 

cooperation among students. It works by teaching and 

reinforcing the intuitive philosophy that you feel good 

about yourself when you do positive actions. The 

program features scripted lessons that are easy to 

prepare and teach. Standards: Comprehensive Health & 

PE Standards 6th 2.3-4, 3.1, 4.1-2; 7th 3.1-2, 4.1; 8th 3.1-

2, 4.1-5. Submitted by: Jared Welch, Principal, Sabin 

MS.

Positive Action 8th Grade Instructor's Manual

Positive Action 6th Grade Instructor's Manual

Positive Action is a systematic educational program that 

promotes an intrinsic interest in learning and encourages 

cooperation among students. It works by teaching and 

reinforcing the intuitive philosophy that you feel good 

about yourself when you do positive actions. The 

program features scripted lessons that are easy to 

prepare and teach. Standards:  Comprehensive Health & 

PE Standards 6th 2.3-4, 3.1, 4.1-2; 7th 3.1-2, 4.1; 8th 3.1-

2, 4.1-5. Submitted by: Jared Welch, Principal, Sabin 

MS.

10/22/18
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Gerber Allred, Carol

Copyright 1982 Health/Phys Ed 6 8

Carter, Carol

Copyright 2010 Health/Phys Ed 4 8

Positive Action Principal's Manual

Positive Action is a systematic educational program that 

promotes an intrinsic interest in learning and encourages 

cooperation among students. It works by teaching and 

reinforcing the intuitive philosophy that you feel good 

about yourself when you do positive actions. The 

program features scripted lessons that are easy to 

prepare and teach. Standards: Comprehensive Health & 

PE Standards 6th 2.3-4, 3.1, 4.1-2; 7th 3.1-2, 4.1; 8th 3.1-

2, 4.1-5. Submitted by: Jared Welch, Principal, Sabin 

MS.

Success in Middle School

A Transition Road Map: A tool to be used for the 

preparation of the critical transition period from 

elementary to middle school. Standards: Comprehensive 

Health & PE Standard 2. Submitted by: Kristin Balsick, 

Gifted & Talented Facilitator.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

Gonzalez-Salgado, 

Cristobal & Alonso Arija, 

Encina

Copyright 2018 Foreign 

Language

9 10

Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt

Copyright 2018 Social Studies 10 10

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - High School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

MYP Spanish, A Concept-Based Approach 3 & 4

This text provides a student-centered inquiry approach to 

language acquisition. Unit development places 

importance on conceptual understanding that is 

contextualized through global contexts. Embedded in the 

text are on-going strategies for developing academic 

behaviors valuable in the study of foreign language, 

leading to a greater level of independence in study habits 

and student ownership of learning. In keeping with IB 

MYP philosophy, this text explicitly encourages students 

to connect learning beyond the classroom walls by 

making interdisciplinary links. Standards: All WL. 

Submitted by: Carolyn Derr & Clara Hoellerbauer for 

PHS World Language.

Sociology

Sociology is a social studies elective course that studies 

human society and social behavior. Positive human 

interactions with one another are vital to a productive 

society. Sociology helps to teach us how to look at 

everyday life in a scientific way. Throughout the course, 

we will cover a myriad of topics to help introduce you to 

the world of sociology and better your understanding of 

why the world is the way it is. We look at typical problems 

in society and how to potentially solve them. Sociology 

encourages critical thinking and active learning. There 

are a variety of activities that allow students to connect to 

real world applications, analyze bias, and view society 

through a variety of perspectives. Standards: ASA 

National Standards. Submitted by: Jennifer Ury, 

Coronado HS Social Studies instructor.

10/22/18
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Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt

Copyright 2018 Social Studies 9 12

Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt

Copyright 2018 Social Studies 9 12

Sociology Reading Activity Workbook

Sociology is a social studies elective course that studies 

human society and social behavior. Positive human 

interactions with one another are vital to a productive 

society. Sociology helps to teach us how to look at 

everyday life in a scientific way. Throughout the course, 

we will cover a myriad of topics to help introduce you to 

the world of sociology and better your understanding of 

why the world is the way it is. We look at typical problems 

in society and how to potentially solve them. Sociology 

encourages critical thinking and active learning. There 

are a variety of activities that allow students to connect to 

real world applications, analyze bias, and view society 

through a variety of perspectives. Standards: ASA 

National Standards. Submitted by: Jennifer Ury, 

Coronado HS Social Studies instructor.

Sociology Teacher Management System 

Answer Key

Sociology is a social studies elective course that studies 

human society and social behavior. Positive human 

interactions with one another are vital to a productive 

society. Sociology helps to teach us how to look at 

everyday life in a scientific way. Throughout the course, 

we will cover a myriad of topics to help introduce you to 

the world of sociology and better your understanding of 

why the world is the way it is. We look at typical problems 

in society and how to potentially solve them. Sociology 

encourages critical thinking and active learning. There 

are a variety of activities that allow students to connect to 

real world applications, analyze bias, and view society 

through a variety of perspectives. Standards: ASA 

National Standards. Submitted by: Jennifer Ury, 

Coronado HS Social Studies instructor.

10/22/18
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Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt

Copyright 2018 Social Studies 10 10

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

Sociology Teacher Resource Package

Sociology is a social studies elective course that studies 

human society and social behavior. Positive human 

interactions with one another are vital to a productive 

society. Sociology helps to teach us how to look at 

everyday life in a scientific way. Throughout the course, 

we will cover a myriad of topics to help introduce you to 

the world of sociology and better your understanding of 

why the world is the way it is. We look at typical problems 

in society and how to potentially solve them. Sociology 

encourages critical thinking and active learning. There 

are a variety of activities that allow students to connect to 

real world applications, analyze bias, and view society 

through a variety of perspectives. Standards: ASA 

National Standards. Submitted by: Jennifer Ury, 

Coronado HS Social Studies instructor.

StudySync ELA Online Student 6 Year 

Subscription

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync ELA Online Teacher 6 Year 

Subscription

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18
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BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - High School
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McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

StudySync Grade 10 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 10 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 11 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18
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BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - High School
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McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

StudySync Grade 11 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 12 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 12 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18
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BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT
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McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

StudySync Grade 6 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 6 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 7 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Core Materials - High School
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McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

StudySync Grade 7 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 8 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 8 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

10/22/18
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McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

McGraw Hill

Copyright 2018 English 6 12

Thomas, Angie

Copyright 2017 English 9 12

StudySync Grade 9 Reading & Writing 

Companions Units 1-4

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

StudySync Grade 9 Teacher Edition 4 Volume 

Set

StudySync is a cross-curricular, core literacy solution with 

hundreds of texts, dynamic video and multimedia lessons 

guaranteed to inspire and advance reading, writing, 

critical thinking, speaking and listening skills to prepare 

students for college and careers. StudySync provides 

powerful digital instruction with engaging print resources 

to ensure teachers can provide students a systematic 

path to success. Standards: RWC 1-4. Submitted by: 

Shelmon Brown, ELA Facilitator.

The Hate U Give

When Starr's friend Khalil is killed in a police-involved 

shooting, she must navigate her grief and her response 

to social justice in the modern world. From code-

switching, social identity, coming of age, inter-racial 

relationships, to finding your own voice and speaking out, 

Starr's journey will deeply touch student readers. 

Standards:CAS 2; 4. Submitted by: Renee Cockrell, 

English Instructor, Bijou School.

10/22/18



Author Content Area

Carter, Carol & Breeze, 

Maureen

Copyright 2010 English 6 12

Kafka, Franz

Copyright 2016 Foreign 

Language

10 10

Glaettli, Walter E.

Copyright 1962 Foreign 

Language

10 10

Allende, Isabel

Copyright 2003 Foreign 

Language

9 12

BOARD OF EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS APPROVAL REPORT

Supplemental Materials - High School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Critical & Creative Thinking for Teenagers

This book presents a thorough examination of the step-

by-step processing skills people need and use for critical 

thinking. Students are exposed to some of the "great 

thinkers" of our past and present time. Students are 

asked thought provoking questions and given pause for 

reflection. Students learn creative techniques for problem 

solving in all areas of their life including academics and 

careers. Standards: RW1, ABC, 21st Century Skills. 

Submitted by: Ray Sevits, for Gifted and Talented, North 

MS. 

Die Verwandlung

Gregor Samsa supports his whole family. One day he 

wakes up, and his body is now that of a bug. He no 

longer works. Gradually his family takes care of him less 

and less, as his economic value to them plummets. 

Finally he dies. Written shortly before World War I, it is 

often construed as a comment on the Hapsburg Empire. 

Standards: WL 1, 1.3, & 2. Submitted by: Carmen 

Kitzberger, Coronado HS World Language Instructor.

Die Vierte Kurve

A graded reader, a mystery, of a woman traveling 

through the Swiss Alps. Standards: WL 1, 1.3, & 2. 

Submitted by: Carmen Kitzberger, Coronado HS World 

Language Instructor.

El Reino del Dragon de Oro

Reunited once more, young Alexander Cold and his best 

friend, Nadia, embark upon a new adventure, following 

Alex's frighteningly fearless journalist grandmother Kate 

to a forbidden kingdom hidden away in the frosty peaks 

of the Himalayas. They seek the fabled Golden Dragon -- 

a sacred statue and priceless oracle coveted by a greedy 

and powerful outsider. To prevent the desecration of the 

holy relic, they will need the help of a sage Buddhist 

monk, his young royal disciple, and a fierce tribe of Yeti 

warriors. But even the mystical power of their totemic 

animal spirits may not be enough to save the teenagers 

and this remote world from the destructive encroachment 

of "civilization." Standards: WL 1-4. Submitted by: 

Claudette Murtha, World Language TOSA.
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Supplemental Materials - High School

Grade

Title   Notes/Description Min/Max

Allende, Isabel

Copyright 2002 Foreign 

Language

8 12

Reiter, Kurt

Copyright 1940 Foreign 

Language

10 10An abbreviated compilation of some German folktales 

featuring fools and intelligent people. Standards: WL 1, 

1.3, & 2. Submitted by: Carmen Kitzberger, Coronado HS 

World Language Instructor.

La Ciudad De Las Bestias

When Alexander Cold's mother falls ill, the fifteen-year-

old is sent to stay with his eccentric grandmother in New 

York. A tough and prickly magazine reporter, Kate Cold 

takes Alex along with her on an expedition to the 

Amazon to verify the existence of the fierce, gigantic, 

legendary creature known as the Beast. Joining them on 

their adventure are a celebrated anthropologist; a local 

guide and his daughter, Nadia; a doctor; and a local 

entrepreneur. But not everyone's intentions are pure, and 

dangerous discoveries await Alex and Nadia as they 

embark, with the aid of a jungle shaman, on an epic 

journey into the realm of the mythical Beasts of the 

Amazon. Standards: WL 1-4. Submitted by: Claudette 

Murtha, World Language TOSA.

Von Weisen und Narren

10/22/18
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